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Abstract :- In this project, it is need to design a
watermarking algorithm fulfilling two purposes in case of
image tampering: to detect the tampered area of the
received image and to recovery the lost information in the
tampered zones. Watermark consist of check bits and
reference bits.To detect the tampered area by using check
bits , whereas carry information about the whole image by
using reference bits .Therefore reference bits against
tampering can be protected by an appropriate design of
channel code . In the proposed method, the watermark
bit-budget is totally dedicated into three groups: source
encoder output bits , channel code parity bits and check bits.
In watermark embedding phase, the original image is
source coded and the output bit stream is protected
using appropriate channel
encoder.This
proposed
scheme
significantly outperforms recent techniques in
terms of image quality for both watermarked and
recovered image. To detect the tampered area of the
received image using channel RS coding algorithm. To
recover the lost information in the tampered
zones.
while
image
recovery
quality
is considerably
improved as a consequence of consistent performance
of designed source and channel codes.
Keywords — Image watermarking, fragile watermarking,
image tampering protection, self-recovery, SPIHT, RS channel
codes.

I.INTRODUCTION
Digital imaging has been rapidly developing in last
two decades, and digital concealment aim to restore
information in the previously-detected tampered parts
[14]–[17]. Another class of watermarking techniques
takes one step further and aims to accomplish both tasks
of tampering localization and
error concealment via a single watermark. This selfrecovery
watermarking trend, initiated by [18],localization and
error concealment via a single watermark. This selfrecovery watermarking trend, initiated by [18],has
recently attracted growing interest. The problem of image
self-recovery has been approached in numerous ways. In
[19],conventional error control coding schemes are
adopted for localization and restoration. Several methods
embed a wavelet transform [23], a vector quantized [24]
or halftone [25] version of the original image. Fragile
watermarks may also be designed for specific purposes,
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such as binary images [26], JPEG compressed
Detecting the tampered area of the received image.
Recovering the lost information in the tampered zones.
Image tampering protection for self-recovery.
images [27], coloured images [28], [29], compressionresistant [30].Significance of this project is representation
of an original image into itself for the sake of selfrecovery.
In
[18],
discrete
cosine
transform
(DCT)coefficients or reduced colour-depth version of the
host image is embedded in the least significant bits (LSB)
of the original image. This representation of the original
image can also be the first few DCT coefficients of each
block [20], a binary image generated from the difference
between the host image and its chaotic pattern [21], the
hash of the original image [22], watermark derived from
approximation coefficients of its multimedia products are
utilized in countless applications nowadays. As a
consequence of this expansive development, popular and
low-cost access to image editing applications challenges
the integrity of digital images. On the other hand,
sophisticated techniques are required to guarantee the
integrity of an image or protect it against malicious
modifications. One common approach is to use the hash of
the original image. The receiver declares the image as
unaltered if the hash output is the same as the one
transmitted from the original image [1]–[3].
Image integrity verification through hash requires a
secure channel that must be reused for each image
transmission. Since such a channel might be unavailable,
a more applicable approach is to embed the verification
data into image itself, which is referred to as fragile
watermarking. Fragile watermarks can be used for both
authentication of the received image and localization of
tampered zone in case of malicious modifications
(tampering localization),and recovering the image
information in the lost area (error concealment). Inceptive
fragile watermarking techniques aim only to verify the
integrity of image or locate the tampered area with limited
robustness against image processing modifications[4]–[9].
More recent methods in the field of tampering detection
achieve the perfect 100% localization using watermarks
robust against wide variety of attacks [10]– [13].On the
other hand, watermarking algorithms with the purpose of
error. This paper proceeds as follows. Section II briefly
reviews architecture diagram. Section III briefly reviews
image compression. Section IV presents
permutation.
Section V introduces tampering. Section VI presents
detection mechanism.
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IIARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM

Figure 1

III IMAGE COMPRESSION
VI DETECTION MECHANISM
In the initial step the image will be uploaded. To design a
image to 8-bit form the DWT algorithm will be used .This
is a type of wavelet transform. The wavelet transform and
set partitioning in hierarchical transforms (DWT) source
encoding method [49] to efficiently compress the original
image. Therefore, the watermark consists of three parts in
our algorithm: source code bits, channel code parity bits
and check bits. Source code bits which act as the reference
bits are the bit stream of the DWT -compressed original
image at a desired rate. In order to survive tampering
erasure, the reference bits are channel coded to produce
channel code bits. Check bits are used at the receiver to
determine the erasure location for the channel erasure
decoder. The output of channel decoder is source decoded
to find the compressed version of the original image. This
work shows that by choosing appropriate parameters for
source and channel encoding, our algorithm outperforms
existing methods in the same watermark payload of three
bits per pixel (bpp).
IV PERMUTATION
Image is converted into gray scale image. Permutation
means interchange the value of x and y axis. The images
is to be changed then bit value is to be inserted into
reference bits and then secret key is converted into hash
code, those values are stored in reference bits. Channel
coding algorithm is to be used to add the reference bits
values. Channel decoder having information about this
reference bits. The source channel code design and having
error locations is to be noted. Repermutation
the image then it sends to receiver.
V TAMPERING
Sender sends the image to receiver. While sending hacker
comes intermediately and then hack the image and do
some tamper. Then forward the images to receiver.
Tampering means some modification in images.
Tampering image blocks know the channel decoder
algorithm.
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Image is to be calculated hash bits and extracted check
bits is recorded for each block. For unaltered blocks, this
bit stream equals the random key used in the embedding
phase. Therefore, comparing these results and spotting the
different ones leads to locating the tampered blocks. After
locating the tampered blocks, Channel code bits undergo
proper inverse permutation. The compressed image bit
stream available at the output of the decoder is passed
through the source decoder
after undergoing proper inverse permutation. The
reconstructed image is made by replacing the tampered
blocks by their corresponding blocks at the output of the
source decoder. Obviously, the content of the received
image in preserved blocks will not be replaced with the
corresponding information derived from the restored
image.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION:
Figure2 describes Image is chosen from database. DWT
Compression is performed- Here
encryption and
decryption process is completed. The resultant image is
shown after encryption and decryption process.
Compressed image is converted
into
gray
scale
image. Gray scale image is permutated .Gray
Scale image contains X direction is converted to Y
direction and vice Versa. Permutation process is
completed .Secrete keys are generated. Then secrete key
is converted
into
binary
code
format.
Repermutation is completed. Repermutate image is send
to receiver. Tampering the image is done by hackers.
Tampered image is saved. Receiver get the tampered
image . Receiver
repermutate the received image.
Receiver is done the decoding process. By using RS
channel coding algorithm for detecting the tamperedarea
of the image and recovery the lost information of the
original image.
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Figure2

CONCLUSION:
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